UKS2 Lesson Pack

Use Dr Seuss’ classic picturebook to cover literacy and PSHE in UKS2
What they’ll learn
By reading Oh, The Places You’ll Go! and taking part in creative
cross-curricular activities, children will...
• Articulate their hopes and ambitions, and identify some of the attitudes,
behaviours and skills they might need to achieve them
• Enjoy a shared reading-for-pleasure experience and build on it
• Interrogate text and pictures to extend their understanding and discover
different meanings
• Explore aspects of challenge, opportunity and change through drama,
creative writing and art
• Develop their understanding of story structure through the life journey
depicted in this book
• Gain insight into their own emotions and those of others
• Explore quotations and choose one they find meaningful

Getting started
Before reading, talk about change. Ask questions:
• How does change make us feel?
• What kind of changes have your children experienced? What
happened as a result?
• Are there any new changes coming your way soon?
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Show children the front cover of
Oh, The Places You’ll Go! and talk
about it. Ask questions:
• What’s this character doing?
• How does he or she feel about what’s
happening? How can you tell?
• Where could this character be going?
• What kind of book do your children
think this is?
• What are their expectations of the
story?
• Have they read any other books by
Dr Seuss?

Read the book aloud, giving
children plenty of time to enjoy the
experience, reflect on it and share
their responses. Ask questions:
• What did your children like about
this story?
• Which was their favourite picture,
and why?
• Was this book funny or serious?
• Did it meet your children’s
expectations, or did it surprise them
in some way?
• How would children describe this
book to someone younger than
them? Older?
• Why do they think you talked about
change before sharing it?

Part 1 - Digging deeper

“From fun times and triumphs to lurches and slumps…”
It’s great fun reading Oh, the Places You’ll Go! but there are complex ideas
here, too, and the story can mean different things to different people. On
one level, it’s about the Traveller’s journey through a strange and surreal
landscape. But there are other ways of reading this book, too – ways that
relate to our own experiences and emotions, encourage us to imagine our own
futures and help us make the most of what happens as our lives unfold. This
part of the lesson will help children think critically, explore some of the layers
of meaning in the story and interpret what they find.
Try summarising this book in five sentences. What do you
have to leave out? Can you do a better job if you can use ten
sentences? Is your summary fair?
Do you think this story is easy to understand? Why/why not?
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Look at the consecutive spreads showing
the balloon stuck in the tree (“left in a
Lurch”) and the Traveller walking through
the Slump. Talk about what’s going on.
Does the Slump remind you of anything in
real life? We’re unlikely to find ourselves
walking through a blue and mauve
landscape, but we might find ourselves
feeling sad, for example, or struggling to
make progress.
Re-read the book to find more examples
of events or places that could have other
meanings, or ideas that could be applied to
real life.

Activity 1 - What could it mean?
As a class, discuss the six quotations listed on the
table on Downloadable Activity Sheet 1. Work on the
first quotation together (“Unslumping yourself…”) and
answer the questions, then give children time in pairs
to explore the other quotations and discuss possible
answers.
Bring the whole class together to share ideas, then ask
children to work independently to complete the table.

Part 2 - Navigating life’s story-journey
Oh, the Places You’ll Go! tells the story of a journey. This journey
represents the Traveller’s life. Working together, make a list of
the places the Traveller visits and the things that happen along
the way – his life story. Draw a timeline and mark the places and
events on it.
Can you find a way of showing how the Traveller feels about
these places and events? Perhaps the timeline could go up and
down, or you could use colour to represent emotions.
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Talk about some or all of the following words and phrases. What do they
mean? How are these ideas explored in the book?
• Responsibility (you are in charge!)
• Your choices matter
• Self-awareness
• Good judgment
• Patience
• Facing up to challenges
• Courage
• Resilience
• Dealing with adversity
• Being tenacious (not giving up)
• Making the best of things
Using the timeline to help you, can you find a point in the story where the
Traveller makes the best of things? Is resilient? Shows good judgment? Is
patient? Mark these points on the timeline.
Which of the qualities or skills listed would help the Traveller most in this book,
do you think? Give reasons for your answers. Are there others you would like to
add to the list?
Which of these qualities or skills would you most like to have in real life? Which
would make your top five? Your top three? Do your choices differ from other
people’s? Why?

Part 3 - Developing emotional literacy
Like the Traveller in this book, story-characters have challenges to face and
often get themselves into difficulties. Real life throws plenty of setbacks
at us, too. We can’t always choose how we deal with them, but we can
develop attitudes and behaviours that will help us through tough times. And
sometimes it’s the changes and challenges that shape our lives and help
us grow.
Use the book and the timeline to revisit the challenges and
setbacks faced by the Traveller. How are they described?
How does the Traveller respond? Do his or her attitudes and
behaviours help? How? What do you think about this aspect of
the book?
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Challenges and changes can scare us, even when we welcome them. It’s possible
to feel scared and excited at the same time! In this book, Dr Seuss has shown the
Traveller meeting some scary rock-like creatures with green eyes.

“And when you’re alone, there’s a very good chance
you’ll meet things that scare you right out of your pants.
There are some down the road between hither and yon
That can scare you so much you won’t want to go on…”
Imagine you’re walking along the path in this picture with the Traveller.
What can you see, hear and smell? How do you feel? What does the Traveller say, and
how do you respond? What happens as you pass the rock-creatures? Tell the story.
What frightens you? How does being frightened make you behave? What attitudes
and actions help you deal with your fear and keep going?
Use plasticine (or similar) to make rock-creatures like the ones in this picture. Give
your rocks eyes and stand them in a circle around a small toy. What would you say
to the toy to encourage it, help it confront its fear or make it feel better? On slips of
paper, write your words of advice or support. Put them in the middle of the circle,
then read the suggestions as a group and discuss. Have you discovered something
that could help you when you’re scared or worried?
Alternatively, look at the spread showing the Traveller rowing his boat past the
Hakken-Kraks. What could they be saying to the Traveller? Explore ideas by
roleplaying the scene in small groups. Show to the whole class, then write the
best ideas on post-its and add them to the picture. What would you say to help the
Traveller? Have you any advice you could offer people who are worried or afraid?

Activity 2 - Confronting the problem
Follow up this part of the lesson with the
‘Confronting the problem’ activity on
Downloadable Activity Sheet 2.
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Part 4 - Oh, The Places I’ll Go!
What are your hopes for the future? Talk about
what you’d like to do, where you’d like to go
and the things you’d like to achieve. What skills,
behaviours or attitudes will you need to make
these things happen? For example, you might
need to be hardworking, open-minded, learn
how to milk goats, be able to run fast…
What are the first steps you could take towards
making these things possible? You might need to
spend more time on your homework, for example,
or join a goat-milking club.
In the future, what kind of person will you be? How will you behave? What will you
think is important? How would you like other people to describe you?
Make a list of words or phrases to describe the person you’d like to become. Draw
a picture of your future self, leaving space inside your body to write the list. Show
your picture to a partner and introduce the ‘future you’.

Activity 3 - Thinking about the future
Use Downloadable Activity Sheet 3 and invite
children to imagine six events they’d like to
happen in the future, or things they’d like to do.
Ask children to draw pictures of their
chosen events or activities, one per square.
Underneath each picture, ask pupils to write
about what they’ve drawn. Alternatively, ask
them to write a list of the skills, attitudes and
behaviours they’ll need to make this activity or
achievement possible.
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Part 5 - Words to keep close
Oh, The Places You’ll Go! is often given to people starting a new chapter in
their lives. Do you think people who are moving house or leaving school would
enjoy this book? Why? Could adults enjoy it as much as children?

Activity 4 - special words

“So be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact
and remember that Life’s
a Great Balancing Act…”
What do you think this quotation means? Could it help you in real life?
How? Many people like to remember quotations that offer good advice
– and there are plenty to choose from in this book. Find passages that
would make good quotations for this purpose. Which is your favourite,
and why? Write your chosen quotation on our Downloadable TakeHome Sheet and put it where it will help or inspire you.

Part 5 - Words to keep close

“Waiting around for a Yes or a No
Or waiting for their hair to grow…”
Sometimes lots of things seem to be happening to us, and sometimes
nothing much is going on. What are you able to affect or change in your
life? Think about things you can do immediately, and things that take
longer – or for which you must prepare. What do you have to accept? Some
things can’t be changed, however much you try. Think
of examples.
Rather than waiting around doing nothing, the Traveller goes
looking for “bright places where Boom Bands are playing…”
What do you think Dr Seuss means by this?
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Look at the spread showing the people in The Waiting Place. What are they
doing? What could they be thinking and feeling? Copy some of their postures
and expressions to help you find out. Why do you think they haven’t gone
looking for “bright places where Boom Bands are playing”, like the Traveller?
The text might give you some ideas.
What does Dr Seuss mean when he talks about The Waiting Place? Do you
agree? Why/why not? Can there be advantages to waiting? When might you
need time to reflect, or gather evidence? Will your first idea or solution to a
problem always be the best?
Allocate a Waiting Place character to each child. Can they explore how
their character moves as they do different tasks? What expressions do their
characters have? What gestures do they use? Working in pairs, interview
your characters to find out more about them. Name them and introduce your
characters to everyone.
As a class, recreate The Waiting Place illustration as a freezeframe, with
children playing the parts of the characters they’ve been exploring. Use touch
and tell to cue each character to say what they’re thinking at that ‘frozen
moment’. Then give an agreed signal to bring your freezeframe to life. What will
happen as conversations get going and characters start moving?
Now tell the story of one or more of these characters. How did they come to be
in The Waiting Room? How do they get out? What happens when they leave?
Write your story and illustrate it.
Useful questions
• Can a funny book say something serious?
• Where would you like your life to take you? What qualities and skills will you
need to get you there?
• Does being successful always mean winning? What else could it mean?
• What’s the most effective way of dealing with challenges and setbacks?
• What advice does this book give? How could it help you?
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